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How To Guide:  
Clear Glaze 
Brush on enhancement, tintable/customizable 

Clear Glaze is most often used as an enhancement by tinting it with dry pigments, 
universal tints or CeCe Caldwell’s Paints to achieve the desired effect. It can also be used 
clear to give a light sheen to decor items which will not be handled regularly (like picture 
frames, signs, etc). 

 A prep layer of untinted Clear Glaze, Satin Finish or Endurance is recommended 
before applying any tinted or pigmented layers because it gives you more time to work 
(wiping, removing, creating texture) with enhancement layers and prevents the tinted glaze 
from soaking in to your paint and drying too quickly before the desired effect is achieved. 
You can use a heavier duty finish such as Satin Finish or Endurance for the prep layer as it 
increases durability and allows your colored glaze layers to be the final finish. Of course 
any finish can be used over the top of any glazed layers.  

Stir well before using (2-3 minutes). Do not shake! It is important all the contents of the 
glaze are incorporated before adding and mixing in tint or paint so your glaze will be even. 

Apply liberally over the top of a prep layer of Clear Glaze, Endurance or Satin Finish 
with a brush or a clean, lint-free cloth. Remove excess glaze with a clean, lint-free cloth or 
staining pad. Even more glaze can be removed with a damp cloth or staining pad. 

Generally, when obtaining a glazed effect, the color is more concentrated around 
decorative details and outer edges and becomes subtler toward the center of flat surfaces. 
You can also use more evenly over the entire piece for a more uniformly aged look. 

Any CeCe Caldwell’s finish can be used as a final seal 3-4 hours after last layer of glaze 
is applied if desired. If you used a heavier duty prep layer such as Endurance or Satin Finish 
you can allow your last glaze layer to dry and serve as your final light duty finish. 

Store and use between 55 and 95 degrees F.  Protect your project from acids, oxidizers 
and grease. 

Reorder at vintagebette.com.  Email any questions or comments to 
misty@vintagebette.com. 

Share your work at facebook.com/vintagebette or on Instagram @vintagebette.
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